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The Effects of an Interactive Software Agent
on Student Affective Dynamics while Using an
Intelligent Tutoring System
Ma. Mercedes T. Rodrigo, Ryan S.J.d. Baker, Jenilyn Agapito, Julieta Nabos, Ma. Concepcion
Repalam, Salvador S. Reyes, Jr., (Student Member, IEEE), Maria Ofelia C.Z. San Pedro
Abstract— We study the affective states exhibited by students using an intelligent tutoring system for Scatterplots with and
without an interactive software agent, Scooter the Tutor. Scooter the Tutor had been previously shown to lead to improved
learning outcomes as compared to the same tutoring system without Scooter. We found that affective states and transitions
between affective states were very similar among students in both conditions. With the exception of the “neutral state”, no
affective state occurred significantly more in one condition over the other. Boredom, confusion, and engaged concentration
persisted in both conditions, representing both “virtuous cycles” and “vicious cycles” that did not appear to differ by condition.
These findings imply that – although Scooter is well-liked by students, and improves student learning outcomes relative to the
original tutor – Scooter does not have a large effect on students’ affective states or their dynamics.
Index Terms— affective dynamics, gaming the system, intelligent tutoring system, Embodied Conversational Agent,
Pedagogical Agent
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1 INTRODUCTION

I

ncreasingly, student interaction with educational software is mediated through interactive software agents
of various types. One key form of interactive software
agent is the embodied conversational agent (ECA). Embodied conversational agents are the software implementation of the human face-to-face communication metaphor. They are animated anthropomorphisms capable of
mixed initiative, verbal and nonverbal communication,
and rules for transfer of control [1]. There have also been
many recent interactive software agents (also called
“pedagogical agents”) in the domain of education, which
possess all of the attributes of ECAs, except that they do
not accept natural language input from students [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Instead, human-to-agent communication occurs through menus, or actions in an environment. However, while ECAs and other interactive software agents may be inspired by human-human interaction, and human beings respond socially to computers in
many fashions [e.g., 10], humans do not always respond
in the same way to a computer as to a human, and it is
not fully understood how humans respond to behavior by
agents. One key difference between human reactions to
agents and human reactions to other humans is that humans tend to react more strongly to assertive and aggressive behavior on the part of other humans than comput-

ers, responding less negatively to computers when they
behave in this fashion [11]. An extreme example of this is
found in evidence that many students respond with delight to being verbally insulted by an ECA embedded in
an intelligent tutoring system (personal communication,
Sidney D’Mello), a very different response occurs when
teachers insult students [12]. As such, it is important to
study how humans respond to the behavior of agents,
particularly when an agent requests certain behavior on
the part of a user or student.
When applied to educational software such as intelligent tutoring systems, agents frequently track student
cognition, behavior, or affect in order to provide students
with specific support based on individual differences
along these dimensions [2], [3], [4], [15]. As such, agent
behavior and responses can be considered a type of formative feedback to students [15], and agents often implement a variety of formative feedback strategies. Some of
the behaviors which agents manifest in response to student individual differences include the use of emotional
expressions [3], [4], non-verbal gestures and communication [5], [16], pedagogical messages [17], requests to stop
undesired behavior [3], offering alternate learning experiences [3], and attributional, meta-cognitive, or motivational messages [3], [4]. Interactive software agents have
been shown in several studies to positively influence stu————————————————
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their behavior. We hypothesize that a key potential channel through which agents may benefit learners is by
changing students’ patterns of affect, in particular by increasing engaged concentration and reducing confusion
and frustration. We also hypothesize that, although this
agent makes assertive requests to the student, this agent’s
requests will not lead to increased frustration or other
negative affect [cf. 11].
Improved affect has been shown to have several positive benefits on learners. In particular, positive affect
promotes greater cognitive flexibility and opens the
learner to exploration of new ideas and possibilities [18].
Positive affect may also lead to increased situational interest [19], which in turn has been theorized to lead to
greater long-term personal interest in the content domain
[20]. Negative affective states, on the other hand, can have
several negative consequences. For example, boredom
has been shown to be correlated with less use of selfregulation and cognitive strategies for learning [21], as
well as increases in disengaged and disruptive behavior
in class [22]. In addition, frustration can lead to disengagement from a learning task and therefore reduced
learning overall [23].
There has been recent attention to affective dynamics,
or natural shifts in learners’ affect over time [24], [25],
[26], building on an early theory in affective computing
which postulated that specific affective transitions are
likely to be significantly more common than chance [27].
Towards validating, refining, or disconfirming these theories, research in affective dynamics has attempted to
determine which affective states tend to persist; which
transitions, given a current state, are most likely to occur;
and which states tend to lead to a learning or nonlearning behavior. The combination of these analyses has
led to the discovery of “virtuous cycles” where affective
states associated with positive learning (such as engaged
concentration) persist, and “vicious cycles” where affective states associated with poorer learning and ineffective
learning strategies (such as boredom) persist [8], [24], [25].
Research of this nature can help to model the richness of
learners’ affective dynamics, and can shed light on key
theoretical questions in the field.
In addition, affective dynamics research has the potential to help improve the understanding of how (and
whether) interactive software agents influence student
affect at the moment-to-moment level. A recent study by
Rodrigo et al. [9] examined the differences in affective
dynamics promoted by an agent, Paul, within students
using Ecolab and M-Ecolab [15], two versions of the same
ecology tutor. In terms of cognitive content and pedagogy, the two environments were exactly the same. The
principal difference was that M-Ecolab incorporated motivational scaffolding through a virtual learning companion named Paul. Paul’s behaviors were driven by a model of the learner’s motivation. For example, if a low state
of motivation was detected, Paul would use a worried
facial expression and the spoken feedback would say:
“You’re doing well but now try to do even more actions
within the activity and if you make an error try again to
do the correct action!” Ecolab, by contrast, did not pro-
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vide the student with any motivational scaffolding. Previous research [15] showed that using the version of the
tutor software including Paul led to higher learning gains.
Rodrigo et al. [9] found that Paul succeeded in maintaining students’ delight over time better than the environment without an agent—a somewhat surprising result,
since maintaining delight was not a design goal for Paul.
However, Paul did not succeed in maintaining engaged
concentration better than the control condition. In addition, Paul did not succeed in either introducing new virtuous cycles or disrupting vicious cycles. Hence, Paul had
fairly little impact on students’ moment-to-moment affect,
suggesting that the learning benefits were produced by
some factor other than improved affect.
In this paper, we study the effects of a different agent
on the affective dynamics of students. This agent, Scooter
the Tutor [3], focuses on reducing the incidence and impact of a specific student strategy associated with poorer
learning, gaming the system [28], [29]. Gaming the system
consists of the attempt to solve problems and to progress
in a curriculum by exploiting the software’s help or feedback rather than thinking through the material, for instance through systematic guessing or repeatedly requesting hints at high speed until obtaining the answer. Gaming the system is known to be closely intertwined with
boredom [24], [30] – boredom both precedes and follows
gaming behavior – suggesting that a system that successfully reduces gaming may reduce boredom as well.
Scooter the Tutor was added to a Cognitive Tutor for
Scatterplots, which had previously been shown to lead to
large learning gains [31]. Scooter responded to gaming
behavior with a combination of meta-cognitive messages
(including requests to stop gaming), expressions of positive and negative emotion, and supplementary exercises
covering the material the student bypassed through gaming (greater detail on Scooter is given in the next section).
The agent successfully reduced gaming and significantly
improved gaming students’ learning [3] relative to the
original tutor.
Scooter provides an interesting opportunity to study
the interplay between meta-cognition, affect, and learning. Scooter enforces a positive meta-cognitive pattern
that results in positive learning. Understanding whether
this positive meta-cognitive pattern and positive learning
are associated with changes in moment-to-moment affect
may help us understand the role affect plays in behavioral and meta-cognitive changes produced by agents.
Hence, within this paper, we study student affect
while using Scooter in a fine-grained fashion, focusing on
the dynamics of affect when using Scooter and when using the same tutor without Scooter. Does Scooter create
positive or negative affect where it was not previously
present? Will Scooter disrupt students’ boredom and frustration, perhaps ending vicious cycles? Contrastingly, will
Scooter disrupt students’ engaged concentration, perhaps
ending virtuous cycles? Does Scooter turn boredom and
confusion (the affective states that most precede gaming
behaviors [24]) into engaged concentration? Or more negatively, into frustration? What other impacts on student
affect does Scooter have?
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2 TUTOR AND AGENT
Scooter the Tutor, the interactive software agent we
study in this paper, was implemented in the context of
the Scatterplot Tutor [3], an intelligent tutoring system
that teaches students how to create and interpret scatterplots of data. The Scatterplot Tutor was originally designed as part of the Middle School Mathematics Tutor
[32]. Problems in the Scatterplot tutor involve a range of
domains, from parcel delivery, to patents and medical
discovery, to financial decision-making.
An example of a scenario that a student must solve is:
Samantha is trying to find out what
brand of dog food her dog food her dog
Champ likes best. Each day, she feeds him
a different brand and sees how many
bowls he eats. But then her mom says
that maybe her dog just eats more on days
when he exercises more.
Please draw a scatterplot to show how
many bowls the dog eats, given the dog’s
level of exercise that day.
Figure 1 has the worksheet with the data that the student must plot.
Figure 2 is the variable type tool. Using the tool, the
student must identify the nature of the data available to
him or her and determine whether it is appropriate or
inappropriate for a scatterplot.
Once the student completes the variable type tool, the
graphing area appears (Figure 3). This is where the student must construct the scatteplot.
To help the students determine the scales of the x and
y axis, they use the scaling tool (Figure 4).
By answering the questions on the scaling tool, students determine the correct starting value of each axis
and the appropriate increments. Each action a student
takes when using the software is associated with one or
more component skills that, when attained, lead to the
mastery of the topic. To help students solve the problems,
the tutor provides step-by-step guidance such as contextual hints about what to do next, feedback on correctness,
and just-in-time messages for common errors.
Baker et al. developed an experimental version of the
Scatterplot Tutor with software agent named “Scooter th
Tutor” [3] (Figures 5 and 6), using graphics from the Microsoft Office Assistant.
Scooter was designed to both reduce the incentive to
game the system, and to help students learn the material
that they were avoiding by gaming, while affecting nongaming students as minimally as possible.
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terventions can be considered “fail-soft,” having low consequences for false positives. The goal in designing Scooter was to benefit students in three fashions. First, by representing how much each student had been gaming,
Scooter both serves as a continual reminder that the student should not game, and lets teachers know which students were gaming recently.

When a student is not gaming, Scooter looks happy
and occasionally gives the student positive messages
(Figure 5). Scooter’s behavior changes when the student is
detected to be gaming the system, using a machinelearned detector of gaming the system [33]. If the detector assesses that the student has been gaming, and the
student has not yet obtained the answer, Scooter displays
increasing levels of displeasure (starting with sadness,
and terminating in expressions of anger, shown in Figure
6), to signal to the student that he or she should now stop
gaming, and try to get the answer in a more appropriate
fashion. These expressions of emotion are combined with
simple meta-cognitive messages, suggesting that the student should work carefully in order to learn. If the student obtains a correct answer through gaming, Scooter
gives the student a set of alternate supplementary exercises designed to give the student another chance to cover
the material that the student bypassed by gaming this
step, concluding the set with a reminder that the student
should not game (Figure 7).
The detector of gaming [33] was developed to predict
assessments of gaming the system produced through
quantitative field observations (detail on this method is
given later in this paper). This detector has been validated to be over 80% correct at distinguishing gaming and
non-gaming students, even when applied to entirely new
students or entirely new tutor lessons [33]. Detector inaccuracy is roughly evenly distributed between false positives and false negatives, implying that some students
will receive unnecessary supplementary exercises, and
some students will not receive exercises that would have
been appropriate. However, students who receive unnecessary exercises are not significantly disadvantaged; students who know the relevant skill can answer the question quickly and resume working, and students who do
not know the skill are likely to benefit from the exercises
in the same fashion as gaming students. As such, the in-

Figure 7. Scooter giving supplementary exercises.

Second, Scooter was intended to invoke social norms
in students (cf. [10]) by expressing negative emotion
when students game. Scooter’s display of anger is a natural social behavior in this context; if a student systematically guessed every number from 1 to 38 when working
with a human tutor, it seems reasonable to expect that the
human tutor would become impatient or upset (and in
our experience from classroom observation, teachers do
indeed become impatient and upset when they see students gaming). As discussed earlier, human responses to
software agents are not identical to their responses to
identical behavior coming from humans [11]. Thus, it is
likely that students will not respond in the exact same
fashion to an angry cartoon dog as to an angry human
being; in specific, the findings of [11] suggest that students should be less upset by the angry cartoon dog than
they would by a human, potentially making the negative
effects of this form of feedback less likely to lead to negative affect.
Third, by giving students supplemental exercises targeted to the material the student was gaming through,
Scooter gives students a second chance and another way
to learn material he or she may otherwise miss entirely.
Additionally, supplemental exercises may change the
incentive to game – whereas gaming might previously
have been seen as a way to avoid work, it now leads to
extra work.
When tested in classrooms in the USA, Scooter successfully reduced gaming and significantly improved
gaming students’ learning [3]. However, students who
received many interventions from Scooter (e.g., students
who gamed the system) liked him significantly less than
students who received few or no interventions [31].
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Hence, the very students who were benefitted by Scooter
were the ones who disliked him. Within this paper, we
study Scooter’s impact on student affect and affect dynamics.
There was reason to hypothesize that Scooter would
have a positive impact on students in the Philippines,
perhaps an even greater impact than on students from the
USA. Adherence to social norms is one of the characteristics of Philippine culture. By contrast, inter-cultural research has suggested that American culture values independence over obedience [34], [35]. Respect for authority
is less important than in other cultures [34], [35] and happiness is seen as resulting from personal achievement
[36]. Philippine society is characterized as one in which
obedience and respect for authority are considered more
important than independence and self-direction [34], [35].
[37] observed that behaving in a socially acceptable fashion and avoiding all outward signs of conflict is more
important in the Philippines than in the USA. One caveat
of this cultural characteristic is that people from the Philippines and other Asian societies tend to mask their individual indiosyncracies behind the persona associated
with one’s role in society [38]. They may engage in behaviors that, on the outside, appear to conform to the social norm, but still flout authority in less overt ways, a
phenomenon that [38] labels as “half ungestured feelings,
half unfelt gestures.” Considering that gaming is fairly
surreptitious behavior, gaming may therefore be higher
in the Philippines than in the USA.
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loss for four students.
Students were assembled into groups of 10, due to the
size of the school’s computer lab. In three cases, absenteeism led to groups of 9 members each. Each student in
each group answered a content-related pre-test together
with a motivationnal questionnaire. Afterwards, students
viewed conceptual instruction on scatterplot generation
and interpretation, delivered via a PowerPoint presentation with voiceover and some simple animations. The
students then used the Scatterplot Tutor for 80 minutes.
Finally, the students took a post-test. The students in the
experimental condition also answered a questionnaire
regarding their attitudes towards Scooter.
The tests and questionnaires were exactly the same
questionnaires used in previous research on Scooter in
the USA [31], with one exception – pre-test items asking
students for their thoughts on intelligent tutoring systems
were omitted, since these students did not have prior experience with intelligent tutoring systems. Many of the
items were adapted from past questionnaires on student
responses to educational software, teachers, and intelligent agents (cf. [40], [41]). The questionnaires were expressed as Likert scales, with responses possible between
1 (Strongly Disagree) and 6 (Strongly Agree). Items used
are shown in Table 1. (One item accidentally made reference to other software not used by this population, and
will be omitted from analysis).
TABLE 1
SCOOTER (POST-TEST) QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

3 METHODS

1. Scooter is friendly

We conducted the study in a large, urban high school
in Quezon City (pop. 2.7 million ) in the Philippines. As
of 2008, the school had 5,368 students, predominantly
Filipino, and 216 teachers [39]. The school’s community
is relatively poor. A survey of these childrens’ parents
revealed that about one-half of respondents were unemployed and approximately 70% of households earned
PhP10,000 per month or less (approximately US$230.00)
[29]. The school had 32-bit Windows XP computers intended for student use, however many were in disrepair
or were kept in storage and not used for instruction.
The study design was reviewed and approved by the
Ateneo de Manila University’s Ethics Committee. We met
the principal of the participating school to explain the
goals, materials, and methods of the study. Both the principal and Mathematics Subject Area Coordinator of the
participating school gave permission to us to conduct the
study. Finally, we wrote the parents of selected high
school freshmen, inviting their children to participate in
the study. In the letter, we explained what activities they
were going to perform. We also explained that we would
observe them and record their work. They gave us written permission to involve their children in study.
Participating students’ ages ranged from approximately 12 to 14. We collected complete sets of data from a total
of 126 students, with 64 in the experimental condition,
and 62 in the control condition. A faulty USB drive corrupted log data from some of the students causing data

2. Scooter is smart
3. Scooter treats people as individuals
4. Scooter ignores my feelings
5. I feel that Scooter, in his own unique way, genuinely cares
about my learning
6. Scooter wants me to do well in class
7. Scooter is irritable

While students were using the software, we collected
data on each student’s pattern of affect during tutor usage, using a quantitative field observation method originally proposed in [21], and refined and used within [9],
[24], [30] and [42].
Quantitative field observations are just one of several
methods used to collect affect data on subjects, and there
has been considerable debate as to which method (if any)
should be considered the “gold standard” [43], [44]. Other methods include the use of video annotation [43],
screen replay annotation [45], automated detection using
sensors (cf. [46], [47]), “emote-aloud”and retrospective
“emote-aloud” methods [48], and self-report through a
user interface during the learning task [13] [49]. There are
several factors to consider when selecting which method
to use to code affect. In particular, many standard methods are difficult to use in authentic learning settings such
as high school classrooms. Video annotation takes considerable time, and gives a more limited range of infor-
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mation on affect than physical presence, as context is difficult to infer and posture assessment is more difficult.
For this reason, video annotation of affect typically focuses on facial expressions. However, facial coding of complex affect conducted in this fashion often achieves poor
Kappa, even with highly-trained coders (e.g., [50]). In
addition, within classrooms, students frequently leave
their seats and/or may not be looking at their screens
when seeking help from their teacher or giving help to
another student, frequent behaviors in classroom use of
intelligent tutoring systems (e.g., [28], [51]). During these
periods of time, video annotation of students’ faces may
be infeasible. The use of sensors such as biometrics, eyetracking, and posture tracking require specialized equipment and is difficult to scale. Though researchers have
recently begun to use sensors for classroom research on
affect (e.g., [49]), validating sensor-based models for this
context remains a significant research challenge, and
breakage and loss of equipment is a significant problem
(personal communication, Ivon Arroyo). In addition,
many sensors, such as posture chairs, are not useful if the
student is out of his or her seat (or even sitting differently
in order to talk to another person). Emote-aloud methods
are similarly difficult to use in a classroom at scale. When
twenty or thirty students are emoting aloud at the same
time, audio interference is a significant problem. In addition, emoting-aloud is likely to interfere with normal collaborative and help-seeking behaviors which students use
in classroom settings (e.g., [28], [51]). Self-report given
through a user interface is more feasible, and has been
frequently used in classrooms (e.g., [13], [49]), but carries
challenges of its own; in particular, self-report of affect
can disrupt student concentration and even change affect
(e.g., it can annoy students), if requested in the middle of
a problem. Self-report requested between problems may
be less useful for studying fine-grained affect during
learning, as current self-report methods are not able to
capture the sequence of affect while solving a problem.
Another method, self-report at a time of the student’s
choosing, may not capture all changes in affect; a confused or intensely concentrating student may not take the
time to indicate their affect in an interface. In addition,
self-report measures given during problems may be ignored when a student is talking to another person, delaying response and potentially missing key affect.
For these reasons, we adopt the method of quantitative field observations [9], [24], [28], [30], [42], [52], [53]
for observing student affect. Field observers have access
to multiple channels of information; they can look at the
student’s work context, actions, utterances, facial expressions, and body language. These are the sorts of cues used
by human beings when assessing affect in real life; typically humans use multiple cues in concert for maximum
accuracy, rather than attempting to select individual cues
[54]. Past observational research studying affect in context
has used this set of cues to code affect with high reliability [55], also achieving good agreement with self-reports.
As such, field observations have the potential to be more
accurate than video observations, where less information
is available to coders. In addition, field observations are
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robust to changes in student location and student conversations, unlike other methods.
We do not suggest that this technique is without limitations. Perhaps the biggest challenge to the use of field
observations is that there is no way to revisit and re-code
the data. Video data can be re-analyzed using alternate
coding schemes or by a second research group, providing
greater potential for validating and using the data. In addition, the observation process is a tiring experience
which requires the observer’s full attention. The accuracy
of the data can be influenced by observer fatigue, as well
as by distraction. Training in the quantitative field observation process is time-consuming, and a minority of individuals are not capable of viewing study participants at
the optimal angles for this method. Finally, we have informally found that observations are substantially less
accurate if the observer is from a different national background than the participants being observed. Hence, attention to these sorts of issues must occur in order for the
method to be used effectively. Nonetheless, for this specific study, quantitative field observations was judged to be
the best method, for the reasons discussed earlier.
Our pool of observers was composed of three of this
paper’s co-authors, all of whom have prior classroom
experience as teachers. The observers trained for the task
through a series of pre-observation discussions on the
meaning of the affect and behavior categories, oriented
around a coding manual developed in prior research
(more detail on this coding manual is given in [24], [30]).
Observations were conducted according to a guide that
gave examples of actions, utterances, facial expressions,
or body language that would imply an affective state.
After these discussions, additional field-based training
was conducted prior to the actual study; the observers
trained with the first author at the same school, repeatedly conducting and discussing observations, and then conducting independent rounds of observation. These observations were then summarized into a confusion matrix,
which was studied and discussed further to resolve remaining discrepancies. Afterwards, a formal check of
inter-rater reliability was conducted.
During the data gathering sessions, two of the three
trained observers coded each student’s affective state in
real-time. The observers conducted 24 observations per
student. Each student therefore had a total of 48 observations. In order to avoid bias towards more interesting or
dramatic events, the coders observed the students in a
specific order determined before the class began. Any
affective state by a student other than the student currently being observed was not coded. Each observation lasted
for 20 seconds. Each student was observed once every 200
seconds (e.g., 180 seconds between observations), an interval determined by the number of students being observed and the number of observers. Coders were synchronized using a timed PowerPoint presentation. If two
distinct affective states were seen during an observation,
only the first state observed was coded. In order to avoid
affecting the current student’s affect if they became aware
they were being observed, the observers viewed the student out of peripheral vision, with quick glances, or at an
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angle while appearing to look at another student. Conducting coding in this manner requires training and practice, but in our experience (having now trained approximately 30 coders between the first and second authors),
the majority of people learning this method have been
able to learn to code in this fashion within a relatively
short time (and those who cannot do so have been able to
clearly identify that fact as soon as they being coding).
Following the work of [24], [25], [26], [30], [42], our
coding scheme consisted of seven categories: boredom,
confusion, delight, engaged concentration, frustration,
neutral and surprise. Some of these states have also been
referred to as cognitive-affective states (e.g., [24], [25]) as
they stem from cognitive events (in the case of confusion,
not understanding something) even if they are experienced as affect. It has been argued that these affective
states are of particular importance for research on affect
during learning, and are more representative of student
affect during learning than the basic emotions of anger,
fear, sadness, happiness, surprise, and disgust [48], [56]. It
is worth noting that in previous research, engaged concentration has been referred to as “flow” (cf. [26], [9]). We
call it “engaged concentration” instead, as it is not clear
whether the momentary affective states typically associated with the complex construct of flow (cf. [57]) are accurate indicators of that more comprehensive construct.
The observers’ inter-rater reliability was then tested
using Cohen’s Kappa. Kappa was found to be 0.68. This
level of Kappa is considered to be substantial though not
excellent and is comparable to or better than Kappa values previously reported in other published papers where
judgments are made of genuine and naturally occurring
expressions of affect and emotion. For example, past research where experts made judgments of learners’ affect
from video taken in laboratory settings has involved
Kappa values between 0.3-0.4 (e.g. [43], [61]). Prior field
observational research on affect has involved Kappa values between 0.6 and 0.75 (e.g. [9], [24]). In general, the
level of Kappa reported here indicates that measurement
of affect will have some noise. Table 2 shows that the
primary disagreements between coders were in terms of
distinguishing confusion from engaged concentration
and, to a lesser extent, boredom. It is not yet fully understood which affective states are routinely confused by
humans; this finding suggests it may be worth investigating difficulties in coding confusion further. This limitation
should be taken into account when considering whether
the limitations of field observations or self-report are
preferable.

4 RESULTS
4.1 LEARNING
In both conditions, as in [3], students had statistically
significant improvement from pre-test (M=17%, SD=
27%) to post-test (M=61%, SD= 31%), t(121)=13.95, twotailed p<0.001, Cohen’s d=1.53, for a paired t-test. Also as
in [3], there was no main effect for learning between conditions, t(120)= 0.90, two-tailed p=0.19, Cohen’s d= -0.47,
for a two-sample t-test assuming equal variances, though
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the trend appeared to be in favor of the control condition.
Just as in the earlier USA study of Scooter, only a minority of students game the system, and gaming detection is
not perfect (it can be expected to be 80% accurate at distinguishing gaming students from non-gaming students
[33]). As such, differences in learning in the overall population may not be indicative of effects on the subpopulation receiving interventions.
TABLE 2
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR AFFECT OBSERVATONS
BOR
CON
DEL
ENG
FRU
N
SUR

BOR
152
23
1
5
1

CON
32
1246
8
263
3
2

DEL
1
3
29
2
1

ENG
10
164
4
986
1

FRU
2
1
7

N
4
8
1
5

SUR
1
1
1

29
2

BOR = boredom; CON = confusion; DEL = delight; ENG = engaged concentration; FRU = frustration; SUR = surprise; NEU
= neutrality.
In past work [e.g. 3], Scooter’s impact on learning was
studied in greater depth by analyzing the relationship
between the number of supplementary exercises (e.g.,
primary gaming interventions) received and learning in
the experimental condition, and the relationship between
gaming and learning in the control condition. In that previous work, students who received the most exercises
from Scooter (top third, in terms of number of exercises
received) had higher learning gains than students who
received fewer exercises, a major shift from the control
condition (and previous research on gaming [e.g., 28]),
where gaming was associated with poorer learning. In the
data collected for this paper, there was considerable variance in the number of exercises received by students,
with an average of 3.98 exercises and a standard deviation of 3.01 exercises. There was the appearance of a trend
towards differences in learning, by the number of exercises received. Students who received moderate numbers of
exercises from Scooter (middle third in terms of number
of exercises received – 2 to 4 exercises) appeared to
demonstrate better learning, an average pre-post gain of
52.2 points, than those who received the most exercises
(top third of exercises received – 5 or more exercises),
with an average gain of 36.4 points, or those who received
the fewest exercises (bottom third of exercises received – 0
or 1 exercises), with an average gain of 31.1 points. However, the overall difference between groups was not statistically significant, F(2, 56)=2.13, p=0.13, η2 = 0.07, for a
one-way ANOVA. Hence, differences between individual
groups will not be presented here. Overall, the correlation
between interventions received and learning was a very
small -0.06, which is not significantly different than
chance, t(58)=0.45, p=0.65, for a test of the statistical significance of a correlation coefficient.
However, despite the failure to replicate the experimental condition result previously seen in [3], in the control condition, gaming (assessed by the same detector
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used to drive interventions in the experimental condition)
remained associated with poorer learning. In a regression
predicting post-test score, a student’s percentage of time
spent gaming the system was negatively associated with
the post-test, r=-0.45, t(61)= -3.34, two-tailed p=0.001, for a
test of the significance of a correlation coefficient. Gaming
and pre-post gain were marginally negatively correlated,
r= -0.225, t(61)= -1.81, two-tailed p=0.08, for a test of the
significance of a correlation coefficient.
As such, it appears that the negative relationship between gaming and learning may persist in the control
condition, but there is not the appearance of a similar relationship between the interventions (driven by gaming
detected in the same fashion) and pre-post gains in the
experimental condition. This result does not replicate the
earlier result in [3], where substantial numbers of interventions were actually associated with better learning.
The difference in correlation between gaming and prepost gains was not significantly different between conditions, Z=0.92, p=0.36, for a test of the significance of the
difference between two correlation coefficients for independent samples, using the Fisher Z transformation. As
such, the question of whether there is a difference in
learning due to Scooter’s interventions or the presence of
Scooter, within this study, can not be conclusively answered.

4.2 OVERALL ATTITUDES AND AFFECT
In past research in the United States, students have
generally reported disliking Scooter [31], particularly
among students who had improved learning. Students in
the current study, however, reported liking Scooter. In
the post-test questionnaire regarding their attitudes towards Scooter, the students said that he was friendly (M=
4.65, 95% CI 4.26-5.04), smart (M=5.14, 95% CI 4.86-5.42),
that he treated them as individuals (M=4.67, 95% CI 4.344.99), that he did not ignore their feelings (M=2.48, 95%
CI 2.08-2.87), that he genuinely cared about them
(M=5.55, 95% CI=5.34-5.76), that he wanted them to succeed in class (M=5.23, 95% CI = 4.90-5.56) and that he was
not irritable (M=3.01, 95% CI = 2.57-3.46). None of these
95% confidence interval ranges cross the interval midpoint (3.5); if the 95% confidence interval crossed the interval mid-point for a construct, it would imply that it
was uncertain whether student responses were overall
positive or negative for that constructs. Since none do, it
can be concluded that students’ attitudes towards Scooter
were on the whole positive. In addition, there is no evidence that students who received interventions from
Scooter liked Scooter more or less than other students. To
this end, we computed correlations between the number
of interventions (supplementary exercises) each student
received from Scooter, and responses on each of the questionnaire items about Scooter. None of these correlations
were statistically significant.
Somewhat surprisingly, and unlike prior results for
Scooter [e.g., 3], gaming actually was higher for the experimental condition (M=18.8%, SD=4.4%) than the control
condition (M=12.0%, SD=2.7%), a statistically significant
difference, t(120)= -1.99, two-tailed p=0.05, Cohen’s
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d=1.86, for a two-sample t-test assuming equal variances.
One qualitative finding that may explain this behavior is
that many students reported intentionally gaming in order to receive Scooter’s interventions. Students reported
treating Scooter’s interventions as help, a means of understanding the subject matter better. They did not regard the supplementary exercises as penalties.
Another test of the impact of Scooter, and Scooter’s interventions, is the overall proportion of each affective
state, in each condition. If students disliked Scooter and
his interventions, there should be evidence for more
negative affect--such as frustration or boredom—in the
experimental condition. Correspondingly, if students
liked Scooter and his interventions, there should be evidence for more positive affect—such as delight or engaged concentration—in the experimental condition.
The occurrence of each affective state is shown in Table 3. The first number represents the number of times
that the given affective state was observed. The second
number represents the percentage of observations where
each affective state was recorded. In these computations,
we included all observations, even those in which the two
observers disagreed. In cases of disagreement, each coding was given half-credit. Eliminating cases where disagreement occurs might systematically bias the sample
against affective states that are more likely to be the subject of disagreement, a particularly important consideration given the presence of coder disagreement in terms of
confusion. Note that coder error sometimes resulted in no
observation for a particular 20-second period.
TABLE 3
PERCENTAGE OF OCCURENCE FOR EACH AFFECTIVE STATE
Affective State
Boredom
Confusion
Delight
Engaged
Concentration
Frustration
Surprise
Neutral
None (Coder error)

Control
179
6.01%
1,406
47.24%
39
1.31%
1,293
43.45%
13
0.44%
4
0.13%
26
0.87%
16
0. 54%

Experimental
204
6.64%
1,605
52.25%
42
1.37%
1,142
37.17%
8
0.26%
3
0.09%
55
1.79%
13
0.42%

Confusion was the most frequent affective state in
both conditions. It occurred 47.24% of the time in the control group, and 52.25% of the time in the experimental
group, an apparent difference which was not statistically
significant, t(124)=-1.38, two-tailed p = 0.17, Cohen’s
d=0.25, for a two-sample t-test assuming equal variances.
The second most common affective state was engaged
concentration, occurring 43.45% of the time in the control
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group and 37.17% in the experimental group; the apparent difference between conditions was not statistically
significant, t(124)=1.52, two-tailed p=0.13, Cohen’s d=0.27,
for a two-sample t-test assuming equal variances. The
third most common affective state was boredom, occurring 6.01% of the time in the control group and 6.64% of
the time in the experimental group, a difference which
was not statistically significant, t(124)=-0.24, two-tailed
p=0.81, Cohen’s d=0.04, for a two-sample t-test assuming
equal variances. All the other affective states occurred
under 2% of the time in both conditions.
Interestingly, confusion seemed to be a more prevalent part of students’ experiences with the Scatterplot Tutor (in both conditions) than other intelligent tutoring
systems. Compared to other studies on affect using this
method and similar populations, students using the Scatterplot tutor exhibited substantially more confusion than
students using Ecolab(12.7%) [9], M-Ecolab (12.9%) [9],
The Incredible Machine (11%) [30], or Aplusix (13%) [42].
Correspondingly, engaged concentration was less common in both conditions than in prior systems, including
Aplusix (68%), The Incredible Machine (62%), Ecolab
(61.5%) and M-Ecolab (67.4%). Boredom was seen less
frequently than in many previous studies with the same
method and similar population, including past studies of
Ecolab (15.2%), M-Ecolab (12%), and The Incredible Machine (7%), though higher than Aplusix (3%).
Hence, overall, it does not appear that the broad patterns of affect differed in significant ways between the
two versions of the Scatterplot Tutor. But it appears that
the Scatterplot Tutor generally was a difficult environment for students, one where they were frequently confused but rarerly bored. Fortunately, despite the high degree of confusion, frustration was quite rare.
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L =

| PREV ) − Pr( NEXT )
(1 − Pr( Next ))

(1)

L is scaled between -∞ to 1. A value of 1 means that the
transition will always occur. A value of 0 means that the
transition’s likelihood is exactly what it would be, given
only the base frequency of the destination state (i.e., this
transition occurs with exactly the frequency that would
occur if transitions were random). Values above 0 signify
that the transition is more likely than it could be expected
to be given only the base frequency of the destination
state, and values under 0 signify that the transition is less
likely than it could be expected to be, given only the base
frequency of the destination state.
In studying the persistence of affective states, we
study the transition from a state to itself (e.g., BOR to
BOR). To this end, for each self-transition, L was calculated for each student and then the mean and standard error
across students were obtained. Note that if a student never engages in a specific affective state or always engages
in the same affective state, the formula for L is undefined,
causing the number of students for which L can be calculated (and therefore the number of degrees of freedom) to
vary by affective state. Given these results, it is possible
to determine if a given transition is significantly more
likely than chance, given the base frequency of the next
state, using the two-tailed t-test for one sample (all tests
in this section are of this form). Table 4 shows the persistence of each affective state for the control and experimental conditions respectively. The first number in each
cell represents the mean L value while the second number, in parentheses, represents the standard deviation.
Cells in grey are statistically significant at p < 0.05.

4.3 PERSISTENCE OF AFFECTIVE STATES
Beyond the overall prevalence of each state, it is important to consider how Scooter influenced the persistence of each state within the Scatterplot Tutor. For example, it may be that Scooter disrupted “vicious cycles”
of student frustration or confusion [26], even if the overall
prevalence did not significantly reduce. Hence, we look
within each condition at how persistent each state was –
e.g., the probability of a student being in the same specific
affective state or a different state 180 seconds later (the
time between two observations of the same student within our protocol). In computing the likelihood of an affective transition, it is important to take into account the
base rates of each affective category. Confusion was the
most frequent affective state within both systems; thus,
confusion is likely to be the most common affective state
that follows any other affective state. Hence, we use
D’Mello’s [25] transition likelihood metric L in order to
appropriately account for the base rate of each affective
category in assessing how likely a transition is. D’Mello et
al’s L [25] gives the probability that a transition between
two affective states will occur, given the base frequency of
the destination state, and is computed:

Pr( NEXT

TABLE 4
TRANSITION BETWEEN AFFECTIVE STATES

CON
T
EXP

BORBOR
0.19
(0.35)
0.25
(0.35)

CONCON
0.16
(0.41)
0.18
(0.39)

DELDEL
0.04
(0.13)
0.04
(0.13)

ENG ENG
0.13
(0.43)
0.09
(0.36)

FRU –
FRU
0.08
(0.19)
0.06
(0.13)

SUR –
SUR
0.00
(0.00)

NEU NEU
0.02
(0.12)
0.06
(0.21)

BOR = boredom; CON = confusion; DEL = delight; ENG =
engaged concentration; FRU = frustration; SUR = surprise;
NEU = neutrality. Transitions that were statistically significantly more common or rare than chance are shaded in grey. Blank
cells indicate transitions that were too rare for D’Mello’s L to be
calculable. Values indicate mean values of D’Mello’s L for each
transition (e.g., Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.
We find many similarities in the persistence of affect
between conditions. In both cases, boredom, confusion
and engaged concentration tend to persist, results consistent with prior results [9], [25], [26]. A student who is
bored in either condition will tend to stay bored (control:
L=0.19, t(22)=2.62, two-tailed p=0.02; experimental:
L=0.25, t(22)=3.49, two-tailed p < 0.01). As mentioned
earlier, all statistical tests in this section are two-tailed t-
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tests for one sample. A student who is confused will tend
to stay confused (control: L=0.16, t(60)=3.07, two-tailed
p<0.01; experimental: L=0.18, t(62)=3.65, two-tailed p <
0.01). A student who is engaged will tend to stay engaged (control: L=0.13, t(59)=2.37, two-tailed p=0.02; experimental: L=0.09, t(61)=2.05, two-tailed p=0.04).
Similarities also existed even among non-persistent
states. Although delight was previously found to be persistent in the M-Ecolab environment [9], another environment incorporating an agent, it was not persistent in
either of our conditions (control: L=0.04, t(12)=1.14, twotailed p=0.27; experimental: L=0.04, t(12)=1.05, two-tailed
p = 0.31). Similarly, frustration was not seen to be persistent (control: L=0.07, t(4)=1.04, two-tailed p=0.36; experimental: L=0.06, t()=1.07, two-tailed p = 0.36).
We compared the mean L values of the self-transitions
within the control condition against those of the experimental condition to determine whether differences existed in the degree to which these different states tended to
persist (or not). We found no significant differences in the
persistence of states between conditions for any of the
affective states (Table 5).
TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF MEAN L VALUES FOR CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
Transitions
Comparison
BOR-BOR
t(46)=-0. 59, two-tailed p=0.56
CON-CON
t(124)=-0.26, two-tailed p=0.80
DEL-DEL
t(26)=0.09, two-tailed p=0.93
ENG-ENG
t(122)=0.56, two-tailed p=0.58
FRU-FRU
t(9)=0.14, two-tailed p=0.89
SUR-SUR
N-N
t(36)=-0.60, two-tailed p=0.55
BOR = boredom; CON = confusion; DEL = delight; ENG = engaged concentration; FRU = frustration; SUR = surprise; NEU
= neutrality. The comparison was made using a t-test assuming
equal variance. The blank cell indicates that the transition was
too rare for the t-test to be calculable.
The similarity of the patterns of persistence of these
states in the two conditions implies that, although students report liking Scooter, Scooter does not appear to
disrupt or reinforce either vicious cycles involving boredom or virtuous cycles involving engaged concentration.

5 DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE
WORK
Interactive software agents have been shown in several studies to improve student motivation, engagement,
and learning. In this paper, we studied an agent named
Scooter the Tutor, embedded into a Cognitive Tutor for
Scatterplots. This agent has been shown to statistically
significantly improve gaming students’ learning in prior
research [3], a finding which was not replicated here
(though not conclusively). We found that students typically reported liking the agent, but – surprisingly – there
were no significant differences in observed affect between
the two conditions.
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Given some evidence that the agent increased student
gaming despite the positive responses about Scooter on
the questionnaire, there is evidence that students may
have perceived and interacted differently with Scooter in
the Philippines than in the USA. The gaming behavior of
the students in the Philippines suggest Scooter’s interface
design did not successsfully leverage Philippine society’s
preference for outwardly smooth interpersonal relationships. We had anticipated that the cultural preference for
outwardly smooth interpersonal relationships, combined
with Scooter’s irritability when students gamed, might
lead students to game less. The opposite occurred. One
possible explanation is that students interpreted Scooter
differently than expected; given that students in the Philippines did not perceive the (negative-emotion displaying) Scooter as irritable, it becomes open to question
whether they perceived that Scooter was displeased by
gaming. Instead, students appeared to perceive Scooter
solely as a useful, helpful, caring authority figure with
expertise in the subject matter. Hence, gaming the system
became a way to get more help from Scooter (making this
a non-harmful form of gaming [cf. 33]). This perception of
Scooter might also account for the fact that students in the
Philippines reported liking Scooter, whereas students in
the US did not like Scooter.
In future work, it may be useful to expand our posttest questionnaire to explore students’ comprehension of
Scooter’s role in the learning process. It also may be valuable to expand the post-test questionnaire to explore the
degree to which students believe Scooter responds in a
human-like fashion and provides human tutor-quality
responses.
One of the ways in which interactive software agents
are hypothesized to influence students is through changing the degree to which students experience certain affective states. However, the data presented here shows no
significant difference between the incidence of affective
states between conditions. This result replicates findings
in prior research involving a motivational agent in an
ecology tutor [6], where differences in proportion of affect
were not found. In general, these results suggest that influencing moment-to-moment student affect during genuine learning is difficult, even when more general attitudes
are influenced.
Interactive software agents are further hypothesized
to influence the pattern of student affect during learning.
In prior research involving a motivational agent in an
ecology tutor [6], there was no difference in the persistence of engaged concentration, boredom, or frustration;
there was, however, greater persistence for delight.
The study presented here has relatively similar findings. Both conditions (with and without the agent) had a
vicious cycle involving boredom, and a virtuous cycle
involving engaged concentration, but there was no evidence that Scooter disrupted or reinforced either vicious
cycles involving boredom or virtuous cycles involving
engaged concentration. The increased delight seen with
the agent in M-Ecolab was not replicated with Scooter.
As such, the evidence of this study suggests that our
prior hypothesis as to the effects of this agent may not be
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correct. While Scooter was well-liked by students in this
study, he did not substantially alter student affect or affective dynamics at the moment-to-moment level. This is
somewhat surprising, since the key behavior that Scooter
was designed to address – gaming the system – was previously found to be closely intertwined with boredom
[24].
The pattern of results presented is suprising for a second reason – the students who reported liking Scooter a
great deal nonetheless experienced no less boredom or
frustration, and no more delight and engaged concentration, than students who did not like Scooter. Hence, the
students’ reasons for liking Scooter must not be due to
moment-to-moment improvements in student affect. This
raises the question of what factors explain students’ liking
of Scooter. Software agents are rare in the Philippines—it
is possible that the students’ positive attitudes were essentially just a novelty effect. Another possibility is that
students liked Scooter because he was educationally helpful, not because he improved their affect. In other words,
students liked Scooter because he was helpful and therefore rated him more highly in other areas as well. A corresponding effect is seen in [16], who found that students
rated an agent with pedagogical feedback higher on dimensions that were unrelated to the feedback given, such
as the agent’s ability to recognize and interpret the student’s utterances. However, one factor seen in both this
study and the previous study of Paul, the agent in MEcolab [e.g., 32], is that neither Paul nor Scooter were designed explicitly to disrupt vicious cycles or to promote
and create virtuous cycles. Both Paul and Scooter were
designed with other goals in mind – in Scooter’s case,
addressing gaming the system, and in Paul’s case encouraging behavior congruent with students’ goal orientations.
Hence, it is possible that agents designed specifically
to adapt to differences in affect (e.g., [4], [43]) may impact
student affect to a greater degree than agents designed
with other pedagogical goals foremost. It would be valuable to replicate the study conducted here with an agent
designed specifically in this fashion -- if and when such a
study is conducted, that study can be compared to the
study presented here, in order to see whether different
types of agents impact affect differently. In general, the
issue of which affective responses and formative feedback
by agents most impact student affect remains an open
question. For example, several affective responses and
forms of feedback might be appropriate responses to
gaming the system (and are manifested by teachers when
students game the system). Several automated responses
to gaming have already been realized by different research groups (e.g., [58], [59], [60]), although these interventions have not yet been formally compared to each
other. It will be a valuable area of future work to explicitly compare these different interventions, towards determining which forms of affective response and feedback
may most impact the student affect underlying a behavior
like gaming, and best address the behavior of gaming.
One key finding of this work (and prior research in
affective dynamics (cf. [22], [24], [27]) is that student affect
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within learning software is quite stable, regardless of
whether or not software agents are present; the same student often is experiencing the same affect in successive
observations (180 seconds apart). In addition, while learning environments on different topics or used by different
populations have very different base rates of different
affective states, the same vicious cycles and virtuous cycles (particularly boredom and engaged concentration)
are seen in many studies, involving a wide variety of
types of educational software, from intelligent tutors to
educational games. This commonality in findings suggests that there may be some universals in affect during
learning, with affect being quite stable over time, regardless of the learning environment. Because of this, the first
educational intervention that is concretely shown to radically alter students’ moment-to-moment affect during
learning, in particular by preventing vicious cycles and
creating and reinforcing virtuous cycles, will have made a
major contribution, and a major difference to learners.
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